
My Taft Corners – “Work-In-Progress” Menti Q&A  

1. What is the MOST important thing you heard or saw tonight? (36 responses) 
park once 
Housing 
progressive renderings! 
Disconnect 
Walkable street 
Wright Ave & Trader Ln 
Reduce parking save and add green 
Lots more housing 
storm water treatment is a priority 
The friendly, walkable downtown. 
The Taft Corners district has the potential to become more walkable and residential 
Variety of new open spaces 
Green spaces 
How to deal with traffic with new roads and traffic calming 
Wonderful work! 
Reduction of parking, more trees and walkablity. 
The density focused on Tafts Corners  - but having that density include walkable 
spaces with green space/infrastructure. 
Moving from automobile-centric to pedestrian centric 
Walkability and green space 
That Parking and sgorm water shluld be nandled cmmunity 
Thoughtful cohesive development PREFERABLE to helter skelter developers' plans 
Walkability 
A lot of development. 
I did NOT see any reference to a community center. 
Livable 
The goal seems to create a city downtown. 
Places for children 
Like more walkable and more green space 
street  scape and utilization 
Need to identify Williston values 
Bike lanes for all bikers 
Aesthetically pleasing structures. 
a vision like Paris! 
Attractive to the eye.  The town viewing post is the best. The trails are so important. 
trails 
I like the lookout tower in the burr oak forest! 

 

 

 



1. What is the SECOND most important thing you heard or saw tonight? (36 responses) 
Trees 
Bike sharing 
I really like the cycle lanes. 
Preserve green outside of Tafts 
Public Spaces 
planned green/ natural spaces 
turn current parking lots into buildings 
Like buildings on street 
Trails 
Main Street on wright Ave could be a hopping place! 
More green less pavement 
community gardens 
Trader lane development 
making Taft's Corners more walkable 
A real downtown! 
Cycle tracks and urban neighborhoods 
Rts 2 & 2A being Town roads, not VTrans 
Pervious sidewalks. Urban. 
Lots of green space dotted around plan for this 
A long range, integrated plan. 
Addition of more housing to balance commercial 
Symmetry and intentional placement of buildings and green space. 
The parks and green spaces. I would like to hear more about the design of the buildings. The 
transit station with buses seems a little overwhelming. 
Solar panels! and (idea) green roofs ? 
Excited about potential  college development. 
loved the boulevard concept for 2A 
Sharing parking, storm water etc 
Green space and trees 
Lots more trees -- it's too open and barren now. Trees make it "cozy", people-friendly, 
walkable, fresh. 
larger parks for destination walks 
No consideration for 6 months of snow, plowing. 
the possibility of reducing the land of parking lots - recognizing excessive parking could be 
better managed/designed - good bye sea of cement! 
Great to see addition of reasons to linger in Taft Corners, rather than do your errands and get 
the heck out. 
Trails with lookout near water tank 
Doesn't seem to consider that existing businesses, big boxes, may not be around 10, 20, 30 
years from now. 
addressing the desperate need for more HOUSING 

 

 



3. Overall, is the vision you saw tonight on the right track, or should it change course? If 
so, how? (34 respondents, 109 unique answers) 

Yes! 
ON Track! 
absolutely the right track! 
Right track! 
right track, emphasize housing 
Right track 
Yep 
I like the direction 
Right track 
Specify the mass of the buildings. The renderings looked a bit too big. 
Loved it! Well done 
it is on the right track! 
yes! more housing!! desperate need for housing in VT 
On track! 
More community oriented gathering opportunities beyond the benefits to those who will live in 
new housing? 
Good 
very heavy on residential housing 
Don't stack housing right against route 2. 
How get zoning that brings the best of this not more massive parking lot and no appeal to 
linger. 
suggestions for renderings if the town CAN'T take over the mentioned properties? 
I would like to see the natural areas elevated to a higher level of  importance 
Looks great - wish we could fast forward 
more housing 
It’s more walkable when you get there, we also need to be able to travel within Williston 
without a car. 
on the right track. yeah, I think so.  
Hope there will be opportunity for some new buildings to be interesting design-wise. 
On the right track just concerned how seasonal flow will be. 
Not so sure about VTC residence halls. 
Geoff’s plan is very inspiring 
Good overall. But more green space against main roads, lower noise. 
render buildings slightly lower? 
Census data shows VT is 42nd in population growth 
great forward-looking vision for Taft Corners for continual build-out of Chittenden Co. 
How can you make TC feel more organic and less planned? 
Yeah Go for it 
Push the buildings back away from the sidewalks, separate the homes, restrict the altitude, 
provide for single family owner occupied housing, be sure that Christmas shopping parking is 
provided for. 
More community places / green places 
Buffering between businesses of the same type, i.e. too many banks 



3. Overall, is the vision you saw tonight on the right track, or should it change course? If 
so, how? (34 respondents, 109 unique answers) 

any space where outdoor concerts/ large events could take place? on a hill, built in stage, 
nearby parking? 
Yes, but really want to push for "Main St." to be on Williston Rd (section in front of Shaw’s) 
and turn the pond into an interactive water feature/park. Worried Wright Ave will just be 
another empty spot with no soul. 
The parking garage is awfully dense. That's the existing most crowded parking lot in town; 
doesn't have room for apartments. 
What is the cost and who pays? 
Like seeing more trees, walkability, bike use, green space.  How to lower the height of some 
of these buildings that were depicted. 
The idea that a lot of the parking would not be so visible is a good start. 
There seems to be more business and residential space, but not as much community 
gathering space. 
I think you've heard the concerns of Willistonians. A good blend of housing and retail.  Also 
always traffic away from RT 2/2A. 
Besides trees, areas with native plantings for pollinators and birds 
Less focus on bikes in a place where you cannot ride them half the year.  But walkable roads 
and trees are great. 
I didn't see much pedestrian only space - can we create  an easy to access competition to 
Church Street? 
Yes, on the right track.  Can flat roofs be designed to support green space? 
really like how parking is incorporated into the plan 
Overall good.  Let's preserve Harvest Lane loop  (outdoor amphitheater for concerts?) and 
Alliance Church (much residential already in that area) properties for other uses for a few 
decades at least.  The plan shown may pan out, but let's wait. 
It is exciting - and I wonder about engagement across the new housing  units. what services 
and activities will be available to the people who live there. 
What needs to happen first?   If we take over Rte. 2A and redesign it, will develop mental 
happen sooner?  (If we build it more beautifully... they will come?) 
What is the target population with phase 2? 
a church St. like area? 
Need better connections to rec trails. Separate from roads. 
Opportunities for local people, schools to give creative input to new downtown. So it's not all 
developers, corporate-flavored. Murals, little libraries, sculptures, benches. 
Need some playful spaces, some whimsical features that will attract people to cluster (not just 
for children). Like the look-out tower but MORE fun stuff. 
Lets do this!! 
Make a wider greenbelt throughout both for feeling of openness, safety, snow removal, future 
uses... 
Cool 
I like the relationship between parks and wild spaces. 
Housing choice 
Do the cycle lanes drastically cut the green space between road and buildings? Let's make 
sure it would be used enough to justify. 
Please don't forget about the trails. 



3. Overall, is the vision you saw tonight on the right track, or should it change course? If 
so, how? (34 respondents, 109 unique answers) 

more playgrounds near Finney Crossing 
Short streets 
Like the idea of a bicycle connection to SoBu and Burlington. 
Is there an opportunity for being a place that has state of the art leed cert green buildings and 
green infrastructure. healthy and affordable buildings 
Narrow streets 
Rotaries to slow and ease traffic 
Would it be free on-street parking? 
place for a large farmers market 
I think turning Taft Corners into a mini city would be fine. If it's an interesting, lively place. Full 
of green spaces. would be preferable to what we have now. 
Would like to see a road connection through cottonwood that connects to 2a 
Still an awful lot of cars in the renderings... 
Electric car charging should be in the plans 
Love the lookout tower! 
Would like a rec path loop around the area with overpass for routes 2 and 2A. 
Creemee stand at the Tavern 
could there be wooden walkways in wetland park areas? 
Some public spaces could have facilities that bring people deliberately, like ball fields, but not 
necessarily ball fields. People who come for recreation may stay for commerce. 
Pick up more aesthetics of New England farmhouses and less DC-oriented 6-story blocks 
Less bike lanes, more green space in between road and buildings 
On the right track. More data on the fiscal Heath please. 
Love VTC 
Outdoor concert area 
Lots of “mowed lawn” green spaces., which is nice, but would love to see more “wild spaces” 
for at least partially forested spaces/parks. 
Some of the streets look like the trees are very close to the road.  Worried about the winter 
damage to the trees due to snowplowing and any deicing materials. 
Park Mobile or similar parking app enabled “meters” for paid parking. 
Building height is perfect. Looks like Paris 
Food trucks 
wide sidewalks for outdoor seating in front of restaurants 
The lookout tower! Yes! Let's keep those trails close the downtown. 
Yea! to creemee stand (but has to have real maple creemees ... !) 
planned space for food trucks 
I Like the bike, walkability and green spaces.  Love the trails and look out. 
Overall on the right track.  Thanks. 
Would like to see housing apartment heights be lower within Taft’s Corner. 
I appreciate the green infrastructure. Second on the comment regarding LEED certified 
buildings. 
have a pop-up creemee stand now, which could also double as an info center for My Taft 
Corners 



3. Overall, is the vision you saw tonight on the right track, or should it change course? If 
so, how? (34 respondents, 109 unique answers) 

Build baby build! 
Plant street trees 
Add pedestrian islands at all opportunities so only crossing one lane at a time. 
Boom town 
How does this impact water, wastewater and electrical distribution capacities? 
I’ll like to be able to walk under the interstate. 
Who is thinking thru electric vehicles, green buildings what we need to be healthier 
Ice skating rink in winter 

 


